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PRINCIPLE 8 TOOL:  Learn To Be A Master Regrouper

Write down what your healthy eating and activity plan would look like on a low-stress

day. 

That's your Plan A. 

Now make a list of everything that could wreck that plan:  an illness, a deadline, a

needy friend or family member, a broken treadmill.  Now rewrite your Plan A,

incorporating any of these problems and devising ways to work around them.  Create

Plans B, C, D, and E.  Here's an example:  It's too cold to take your Plan A walk.  Go to

Plan B - walking in the mall or on the gym treadmill. 

How to regroup after falling off the wagon?  Say to yourself, "Okay, things got a little

nuts.  Now I've got to get back to Plan A." or if Plan A is now no longer possible., create

a new Plan A.  Give yourself 3 days of withdrawal and regrouping to regain

momentum.  In these 3 days, you'll refocus on Plan A, practice it, and let it gel before

diving in with full steam. 

Day 1:  Plan how and when you'll eat and exercise.  Squash the BMW!!  Keep busy, and

get to bed early.  It's a scientific fact that you can't eat and sleep at the same time.

 Opt for the sleep. 

Day 2:  Repeat Day 1.  Congratulations!  You made it without indulging in any self-

destructive behavior or BMW.  Get to bed early. 

Day 3:  Repeat Day 2.  By now, feelings of accomplishment should be making you feel

more in control.  Good for you!  You've just proven my favorite saying:  In the midst of a

crisis is opportunity.  You'll think twice before you allow yourself to go off the deep

end again.


